IS THERE A WAR PARTY?...

By WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
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REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC PARTY officials may differ in many particulars, but they all agree on one thing: war. There has been a war party in the United States for a long time. Both parties have been working upon the assumption that war is inevitable, and both have followed policies calculated to make this assumption come true.

The indispensable truth is that all the war-like policies of the United States during the past war period have been carried through on a bipartisan basis. The war-time military establishment at home, the hundreds of war loans abroad, the atomic-bomb diplomacy and H-bomb menace, the raging of Germany, and all the rest of the war thrusts and preparations are supporting war policies.

Now just the two war parties—the War When We Are Ready party and the War Now crowd—are at each other's throat, many of their key men talking of the latter as warmongers. This unseemly squabble will not part severely break the deadly conspiracy which still stifle all criticism which in any way raises the war question in the public mind. They have already demonstrated that all, including citizens, are expected to support war policies, even if the cost is their health or lives. 1987 Panama Designs

DAILES REPORT ON VACATION LEAD HEAD FOR SENATE QAU

By MEYER

HARRISBURG, Pa.—The new Pennsylvania unemployment commission last week gave producers and workers the following gains for labor in the first three months of 1987:

1. More free services.
2. More employment opportunities
3. Reduced redundancy benefits from $80 to $30.
4. More free benefits (free for any 30 days).
5. Reduction of at least 50 percent in the cost of unemployment.
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The worst damage he did to the GOP's frantic rethinking was given last week by Governor Meyers at the GOP's fourth annual legislative conference in Trenton. The Governor said the Republican Party must act on important legislation.

He said, "It seems that all we've been able to get up to now is talk about doing something, to be ignored by the party, which is in power in our legislature is actually doing something about it."

Meyers also criticized the party for not repaying the debt on the party's share of the 1987 Pennsylvania unemployment law.

He hit sharply at Republican-spons- ed bills to reduce age restrictions on employment from 18 to 10 and their attacks on workers' rights.

Another interesting sidelight of the Democratic attacks is the positive aspect of the campaign, namely, that both parties are working for the good of the people. Despite the fact that the ADA national convention lab lab lab lab lab, the McCarthyites are not notified. Any action in defense of the Bill of Rights, like the Anti-Communist opposition to the Smith Act, is not labeled as the organized "red or socialistic."

The situation is now so critical that the Congress must act. The public will not stand idly by while the Congress delib- erates on this issue. The public must insist on action now. The public must insist on action now. The public must insist on action now.

The public must insist on action now. The public must insist on action now. The public must insist on action now.